ART

The PCC Library provides numerous resources to support your study in art. A good place to begin your initial search would be the online databases and catalog.

**DATABASES**

- **Oxford Art Online** – Your excellent first stop for art and art history. OAO includes four databases:
  - **Grove Art Online**, with 500,000 bibliographic citations, 21,000 biographies, and 45,000 articles;
  - **Oxford Companion to Western Art**, offers 2,600 entries covering 1,700 artists and pieces of work;
  - **Encyclopedia of Aesthetics**, provides 600 articles; and
  - **Concise Oxford Dictionary of Art Terms**, which provides definitions for over 1,800 terms.

Search by title or image. Take the guided tour or check out the alphabetical subject directory under the tab Subject Images.

**eJOURNALS** (digital)

EBSCO's **Academic Search Premier** – some art journals are: Advanced in Art, Urban Futures; African Arts: American Journal of Art Therapy; Art Book; Art Bulletin; Art in America; Art History; Art Journal; Art Monthly; Arts and Activities; Ceramics: Art and Perception; Computers and the History of Art; International Journal of Art and Design Education; Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism; Journal of Art and Design Education; Journal of Arts Management; and Journal of Visual Art Practice.

**eBooks** (digital)

- **CREDO Reference** -- reference books
- The EBSCO **eBook collection**.- These eBooks may be checked out for seven days.

**VIDEOS** (digital)

- Art of the Western World and World of Art may be viewed by clicking on the link in the Library catalog
- **Ambrose Digital** – streaming media programs
- **Films on Demand** – streaming media programs

To access the databases, eBooks, eJournals, and streaming videos, click on the title link and enter your S# at the prompt.

Additional Library and Internet resources are identified below to assist you in beginning your research.

**JOURNALS** (print)

- American Art Review

**BOOKS** (print)

- The Dictionary of Art. 34 volumes. N31 .D554
- The Oxford Guide to Classical Mythology in the Arts, 1300-1990s. NX650 .M9 R356
- The Pictorial Arts of the West, 800-1200. N5970 .D648 P6
INTERNET RESOURCES - GENERAL
- Academy of Art University (San Francisco)
- Art Cyclopedia (chronological & 'type' index)
- Asian Art Museum (online collection)
- The British Museum
- Denver Art Museum
- Getty Museum (Los Angeles)
- Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History - 8,000 BC to the present
- Light Damage Calculator – Aid to predicting the damage an object could sustain during exhibition
- Louvre (Paris)
- Mapping Gothic France - Gothic architecture
- Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York)
- Museum of Modern Art (New York)
- National Gallery of Art (Washington DC)
- Russian Art (index of sites with links)
- Smarthistory – videos of art historians discussing artwork
- Smithsonian Institute (Washington DC)
- Tate Gallery (London)

ARTISTS
- The van Gogh Gallery

ART SCHOOLS
- Art Schools – find the right art school for you
- Art Institutes - creativity for life
- Art Institute of Colorado

ART BLOGS
- Graffuturism – street art news, trends, and gallery events
- Vandalog – street art images and commentary